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A review is given of optical studies based on diffraction by the supermolecular periodic
structure of chiral ferroelectric smectic liquid crystals. Topics discussed include symmetry,
physical properties, and electrooptic effects with their possible applications.

INTRODUCTION

The discovery by Meyer et al.' in 1975 of the ferroelec-
tric properties of chiral smectic С liquid crystals (C LCs)
led to a revision of many of the ideas about ferroelectricity
that had been current until then. In particular, it became
clear that it was possible to observe the ferroelectric effect
in liquids. However, as is often the case, the resulting in-
terest in С LCs was mostly due to the tempting prospect of
practical applications: five years after this discovery in thin
С LC layers, Clark and Lagerwall2 achieved electrooptic
switching times in the microsecond range. The reduction in
electrooptic time constants from the millisecond to the mi-
crosecond range meant that the liquid-crystal materials
that had been widely and successfully used mostly in dis-
plays, became promising as media for optical data process-
ing and the objects of intensive investigation.

The aim of this review is to present a systematic ac-
count of electrooptic studies of С LCs whose helical su-
permolecular structure determines their unique optical
properties. The optical properties of chiral smectic С liquid
crystals are in many ways similar to those of the cholesteric
crystals which have been more extensively investigated.
There are also qualitative differences between them that
become particularly clear when light is incident obliquely
to the optic axis.3

In Sec. 1 we consider experimental results on the
purely optical properties of С LCs, namely, Bragg diffrac-
tion and directly observed dispersion of eigenwaves.4'5

In the subsequent sections, С LCs are considered as
ferroelectric materials.

In 1978, Pikin and Indenbom employed the Landau
model in a thermodynamic description of the physical
properties of С LCs, including the change in their macro-
scopic structure under the influence of external factors.6'7

This model was subsequently extended by Zeks et a/.8 in an
attempt to develop an adequate description of the detailed
behavior of C*LCs near a phase transition, e.g., the tem-
perature dependence of the pitch of the helix and the spon-
taneous polarization, and also the observed anomalies in
the dielectric constants.

Advances in the theoretical description of С LCs have
developed in parallel with experimental studies of their
physical studies. Much progress was achieved in overcom-

ing the difficulties in producing С LCs that can exist in a
wide temperature range, have low viscosity, and exhibit
high spontaneous polarization. There is now an extensive
literature on the practical application of С LCs in fast
light-switching devices, optically controlled transparencies,
high-resolution displays with matrix addressing, and so on.

There is considerable current interest in systematic
theoretical and experimental descriptions of the electroop-
tical properties of С LCs, including their symmetry and
basic physical parameters that determine electrooptic po-
larization. These parameters include viscosity, tilt in a
layer, and so on, as well as the experimental conditions for
the alignment of С LCs, cohesion energy, driving field,
disposition of polaroids, direction of propagation of light,
and so on. We shall devote particular attention to three
basic electrooptic effects that are particularly important for
applications, namely, the reorientation effect in surface-
stabilized structures,2 the electroclinic effect near the smec-
tic A-.C LC phase transition9 and the deformed helix
effect10 in highly twisted C*LCs. All these effects are ex-
amined in Sees. 2 and 3. Section 4 is devoted to practical
applications of С LCs.

1. OPTICAL PROPERTIES

1.1. Bragg reflection and circular dichrolsm. Reflection of
plane polarized light

The liquid crystal is intermediate between solid and
isotropic phases. The generally accepted classification dis-
tinguishes between two classes of liquid crystals, namely,
nematic and smectic. Nematic liquid crystals (NLCs) ex-
hibit orientational order: the centers of mass of the indi-
vidual molecules are randomly distributed in space, but
their long axes remain parallel to one another. The struc-
ture of smectics, on the other hand, brings them closer to
the solid phase and displays additional orientational and
layer packing. The liquid-crystal smectic phase exhibits
polymorphism, i.e., smectic liquid crystals exist in a num-
ber of modifications. We shall confine our attention to two
of them. Figure 1 shows two cases of smectic order,
namely, smectic A (Fig. la) and smectic С (Fig. Ib).

In smectics A, the long axes of the molecules are per-
pendicular to the smectic layers. Like the nematics, smec-
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FIG. 1. Disposition of molecules in smectic (a) and smectic С (b)
phases.

tics A are optically uniaxial (the same symmetry, Dxh)
with L lying along the optic axis. The optical indicatrix of
smectics A is similar to that of nematics.

According to the classification of Sackmann and
Demus,1 the tilted smectic phase is referred to as smectic
C. It is optically biaxial and the unit vector L has the
following components:

£z=cos0, Lx=sin в • cos <p ,

Ly=sin <?-s in<p ,
(1)

where в is the tilt of the molecules and q> is the azimuthal
angle (Fig. 2).

Saupe12 concluded on the basis of symmetry consider-
ations that smectics С were biaxial. The first x-ray struc-
ture studies were performed by Khistyakov et al.13'14 and
the first optical experiments on the biaxial properties of
smectics С were reported in Refs. 15-17.

Early measurements already showed that there were
two types of smectic С liquid crystals, namely, type I with
a large tilt в that was independent of temperature (Cj
phase)18 and type II with small в and a rapid variation
with temperature (C2 phase).18 All materials with the C2

phase exhibit a phase transition to smectic A, but this does
not occur for G!- The C2-» smectic A transition is accom-
panied by a reduction in the tilt angle to zero, and is a
second-order transition, de Vries19 subsequently showed
that there is one further type of smectic C, namely, the C3

phase in which the tilt 9 does not change in the transition
to smectic A, and which is a first-order transition.19

The fact that the smectics С are biaxial can be de-
scribed schematically as follows (see Fig. 2). Let us sup-

FIG. 3. Optical indicatrix of the smectic С phase.

pose that the smectic layers lie on the x,y plane. The long
axis of the molecules is at an angle в (the tilt angle) to the
z direction. The x,z plane is then the plane of symmetry,
and the two-fold rotation axis C2 is perpendicular to the x,z
plane and lies in the plane of the smectic layer (the x,y
plane). The smectic С phase has the c2A symmetry.

Figure 3 shows the optical indicatrix of the smectic С
phase. The dielectric properties of this medium are char-
acterized by a triaxial ellipsoid. In general, the principal
values of the permittivity are not equal (£^£^£3) and
the tilt of the long axis of the ellipsoid may also be some-
what different from the tilt of the molecules.

If the molecules of the smectic С phase are chiral or if
chiral molecules are added to the smectic С phase (both
mesomorphic and nonmesomorphic), a helical structure is
found to arise as shown in Fig. 4. Similarly, the chirality of
the molecules in nematics is responsible for the helical su-
permolecular structure, and the result is the so-called cho-
lesteric liquid crystal (CLC).

The existence of the chiral smectic phase (C LC) was
first predicted on the basis of a thermodynamic relation by
Saupe.12 The formation of the С LC phase in media con-
sisting of a single compound and in mixtures was first dem-
onstrated in Refs. 7 and 20.

From the symmetry point of view, a transition from
the smectic С phase to the helical smectic phase is accom-
panied by a reduction in symmetry, i.e., both the reflection
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FIG. 2. Orientation of the director L in a C*LC layer.
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FIG. 4. Disposition of molecules in the chiral smectic С phase.
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plane and the center of symmetry (point group C2) are
found to vanish. In the case of the С LC phase, the local
dielectric properties are also characterized by a triaxial
ellipsoid and the permittivity tensor can be written in the
form3'21-23

£ц +

+ £aCOS 2<р

£а sin 2<p

£а COS <p

£а sin 2<p £a cos qy

Ец — £а Sin <

-£а COS 2<р

£а Sin flJ £33 /

(2)

where

£33 = £2 sin
2 0 + £3 COS2 в ,

£a= (£] — £2 COS2 в — £3 Sin2 в)/2 ,

£a=(£3 — £2)sin в -COS в .

It is assumed in the model of the С LC phase that 9
does not change from layer to layer, but q> varies from 0 to
2ir, and tp = ITTZ/PQ where P0 is the equilibrium pitch of the
helix.

By analogy with cholesteric liquid crystals, we thus
have a spatially modulated structure with the period P0. It
produces diffraction that must satisfy the VuFf-Bragg con-
dition

m0=2Rn cos <p,

where т is the diffraction order, q> is the angle of incidence,
л is the refractive index of the medium, and R is the period
which for the С LC is equal to P0.

When light propagates along the axis of the helix of the
chiral smectic phase, analysis of theoretical data shows
that only the second-order Bragg reflection is produced in
this case. The second Bragg order in the chiral smectic case
should be analogous to the first order in the cholesteric.3'24

Calculations confirm the presence of additional Bragg
orders in the case of obliquely incident light.24'25 Theory
thus shows that, when light is obliquely incident on a chi-
ral smectic liquid crystal, there should be both second-
order and first-order Bragg reflections, and a qualitative
difference between the optical properties of С LC and CLC
is expected precisely for this order.

Selective reflection of visible light by С LCs remained
experimentally unexplored for a long time. This was so
because optical studies were mostly confined to materials
with a large pitch of the helix (P0< 1 /ип).26~30

Observations of Bragg reflection became possible only
after Gray et a I.31 synthesized a class of chiral smectic liq-
uid crystals, namely, alkyloxyphenyl esters of 4(2-
methylbutyl) biphenyl-4-carboxylic acid31 with selective
reflection of visible radiation by cholesteric and smectic
phases. It thus became possible to investigate Bragg scat-
tering by the chiral smectic phase, and also compare these
results with scattering by cholesteric structures.32"35

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the
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FIG. 5. Wavelength at maximum selective reflection by planar chiral
smectic С (7) and cholesteric (2) textures at normal incidence of light:
5—CE3, 4—90% of CEj+10% of TDOBAMBCC.

wavelength at maximum selective reflection at normal in-
cidence on planar structures of 4-p-hexyloxyphenyl ester of
4(2-methylbutyl) biphenyl-4-carboxylic acid (CE-3) and a
mixture of 90% CE-3+10% TDOBAMBCC (p-
tetradecyloxybenzylidene n'amino-2-methyl-butyl-a-
cyanocinnamate). The addition of TDOBAMBCC to
CD-3 transforms the chiral smectic С phase into a ferro-
electric phase and also extends the temperature range in
which it can exist.36

For the smectic phase, A0 corresponds to second-order
Bragg reflection whereas for the cholesterics, it corre-
sponds to the first-order reflection. The condition А0=.Р0л
is satisfied for both phases, where л is the so-called mean
refractive index. The authors of Refs. 32-35 were the first
to discover and investigate first- and second-order Bragg
diffraction by С LCs. Figure 6 shows the arrangement
used to examine the transmission spectrum for circularly
polarized light incident at different angles on chiral smec-
tics. Figure 7 shows the experimental results, i.e., the trans-
mitted intensity for left and right circularly polarized light
in the first and second orders in the case of laevorotatory
CE-3 in the chiral smectic С phase. Circular dichroism
was observed in the second order, but not in the first.

In the chiral smectic phase, the first and second Bragg
reflections have the same intensities, whereas in the cho-

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of an experimental investigation of circular
dichroism for obliquely incident light: 1—light source,
2—monochromator, 3—polarizer, 4—Fresnel biprism, 5—rotating liquid
crystal cell, 6—photomultiplier.
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FIG. 7. Transmission of left- and right-circularly polarized light
(/ and 2, respectively) as a function of wavelength in second
order (a; angle of incidence 19.5°) and first order (b; angle of
incidence 60°) Bragg reflection.

lesteric, strong diffraction scattering is observed only in the
first order.

When a dye with linear dichroic absorption is added to
a liquid crystal with helical structure, the latter transforms
linear dichroism into circular dichroism, and the observed
induced circular dichroism D is given by

/L-/
D=

where /L and /R are the measured light transmission coef-
ficients for left and right polarized radiation, respectively.
These coefficients are measured within the absorption
wavelength interval of the dye, and the pitch of the helix P0

is usually greater than the absorption wavelength of the
dye, Adye. However, absorption is suppressed when P0 and
Adye are equal. The reason for this is that, because the
disposition of the molecules is helical, the absorption of
light with the diffracted polarization undergoes an abrupt
change near the region of selective reflection. On the short-
wave side of Bragg reflection, the electric field vector is
perpendicular to the long axis of the molecules, i.e., to the
absorbing effective oscillators in dyes with positive dichro-
ism.

0,5 -

0,5 0,6 /Z,Mm

FIG. 8. Induced circular dichroism at normal incidence in cholesteric (1)
and chiral smectic С ( 2 ) phases.

Figure 8 shows the induced circular dichroism for both
cholesteric and chiral smectic phases.

More complete information about diffraction was ob-
tained by studying the reflection of plane-polarized
light.3"9

Figure 9 shows the experimental arrangement. The
liquid-crystal sample was placed between a flat plate and a
hemispherical lens. Light from the source was allowed to
pass through the monochromator /, a polarizer, and a lens,
and was collected at the focus of the hemispherical lens 2,
which ensured that the beam incident on the liquid crystal
layer was parallel. The cell was rotated together with the
detector system, and the angles were measured to within 2°.
Light from the liquid-crystal cell was reflected by the alu-
minium mirror 3 into the detector system which consisted
of an analyzer and a photodetector 4. This arrangement
ensured that small reflection angles could be used. The
reflection coefficients were measured for light polarized in
the plane of incidence (a polarization) and at right angles
to the plane of incidence (IT polarization) in the first and
second Bragg orders in the smectic phase. Monomode sam-
ples with helical axis perpendicular to the cell surface were
produced by a special technique.

Figure 10 shows the reflection coefficients for four
combinations of a and IT polarizations at an angle of inci-
dence of 44°.

The wavelength A0 corresponds to the selective reflec-
tion maximum at normal incidence on the cell. Experimen-

FIG. 9. Schematic diagram of an experimental investigation of obliquely
incident plane polarized light: 1—monochromator, 2—liquid crystal cell,
3—aluminum mirror, 4—photodetector.
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FIG. 10. Reflection spectrum for plane polarized light with four combi-
nations of a and ir polarizations in first and second order reflections.
R—reflection coefficient, A0—wavelength corresponding to maximum re-
flection at normal incidence, A—wavelength of incident light.

FIG. 12. Polarization characteristics of selective reflection for a and IT
incident polarizations (a and b, respectively; second order) in polar co-
ordinates at three angles of incidence (1—44°, 2—25°, and 3—1.5°).

The wavelength at maximum reflection was deter-
mined for the IT/IT and a/a polaroid positions in a prelim-
inary experiment.

Analysis of these experimental characteristics confirms
the theoretical predictions reported in Refs. 21-25.

tal data indicate that, in the first Bragg order, the diffrac-
tion of a-polarized light produces ir-polarized light, and
vice versa. The polarization characteristics of the second
Bragg reflection are similar to those observed in cholester-
ics and, in this case, reflection of any polarization can be
observed.

Figure 11 shows the reflection coefficient in the first
order as a function of the analyzer position. Light incident
at 44° was a-polarized and the position of the analyzer was
varied so that the change a->ir-*a occurred in a 10° inter-
val. Similar curves were obtained for ir-polarized incident
light. Figure 12 shows the same characteristics in the sec-
ond order for angles of incidence of 44°, 25°, and 1.5°.

In the case of Figs. 12a and 12b, the polarizer was
arranged in the a and IT positions, respectively. The ana-
lyzer was rotated from the IT position (0° and 180° for a) to
the a position (90° for a) and from the a position (0° and
180° for b) to the IT position (90° for b). Figure 12 shows
a polar plot of the reflection coefficients in which the angles
refer to the positions of the analyzer and the radial distance
is the reflection coefficient.

0,5

FIG. 11. Reflection coefficient as a function of the position of the analyzer
in first order reflection. Polarizer in a position; reflection angle 44°.

1.2. Determination of the permittivity tensor and direct
observation of eigenwave dispersion

To determine the permittivity tensor of С LCs, we
must in general determine the following quantities: the
principal values of the permittivity tensor (£1,£2,£3), the
pitch PQ of the helix, and the tilt в of the director. It is
shown in Refs. 40 and 41 that these quantities can be found
by purely optical methods.

The following expressions relate the measured refrac-
tive indices пж and nec for waves that are linearly polarized
in the plane of incidence and at right angles to it, the
refractive indices «R and «L for right and left circularly
polarized radiation, the Bragg wavelength A0, i.e., the
wavelength at maximum selective reflection, and the re-
quired quantities £], £2, e3, P0, 9:

4+4

J = 2 l £ i +£2sin20+£3cos20 '

-
—

4A21 1/2

a 2 \£ l £2 sin2 0+£3 cos2

cos2 0+£3 sin2 в)

COS2 в ,

(3)

(4a)

(4b)

(5a)

(5b)

(6)

(7)

where £ and ea are the mean value and the anisotropy of
the permittivity, respectively. These expressions are ob-
tained by simple transformation of the formulas obtained
in Refs. 3, 25, 27, and 39 for the optical properties of chiral
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FIG. 13. Schematic illustration of the measurement of refractive indices:
/—source of light, 2—collimator, 3—liquid crystal cell, 4—viewing tube.

smectic С liquid crystals with light propagating along the
axis of the helix. We note that (6) and (7) are valid when
Po^Ao/Eg72, i.e., outside the region of selective reflection.

Simultaneous solution of (3)-(7) yields the following
expressions for the required quantities. The pitch of the
helix is given by

(8)-1

Next, having calculated E and £a from (4b) and (5b), we
have

£i=e+ea,

£2=B-(B2-A)l/2,

e3=B+(B2-A)l/2,

(9)

(10)

(11)

2where A = п^(ё—ел), B=\(2n{

/ „ „ \ 1/2. .0=arcsin

и2 -£-£a). Finally,

(12)

The problem was thus reduced to the measurement of
the five quantities A0, пк, пж, nL, nR, and study was made
of CE-3 and of the mixture CE-3+TDOBAMBCC. The
temperature dependence of A0 for these mixtures is shown
in Fig. 5.

Measurement of the refractive indices presents a prob-
lem for both C*LCs and CLCs. Galerne42 and Lockhart
et a/.43 have succeeded hi measuring the principal values of
the refractive index of CLCs (Fig. 13). The difficulties
encountered in measurements of n for locally biaxial heli-
cal structures are discussed in Ref. 44. This is a particu-
larly difficult problem for media for which the pitch of the
helix lies in the visible part of the spectrum. As already
noted, the propagation of light along the axis of the helix is
accompanied by a strong diflractive interaction when the
circular polarization of the wave coincides with the twist of
the helix. A wave with the opposite circular polarization
will not exhibit this interaction, so that the dispersion law
is quite different for these two waves.

Figure 14 shows the temperature dependence of the
refractive indices «L and «R, measured by the wedge
method on the G-1.5 goniometer; пж and пк were mea-
sured on the IRF-22 refractometer. It is clear from the

n

1,65

1,60

1,55

о,-;,
A.A-2

so 60 70

n

1,5*

40 SO 60 T,'C

FIG. 14. Measured temperature dependence of the refractive index of the
chiral smectic С phase of CE3 (open circles) and 90% of CE3+10% of
TDOBAMBCC (full points): a—nx and пж, b—nR and nL: 7—546 nm,
2—577 nm.

figure that successful measurements were made of the re-
fractive indices for both the 'strongly interacting' and
'weakly interacting' waves for different deviations from the
Bragg condition, i.e., eigenwave dispersion was directly ob-
served.

These measurements were used in (8)-(12) to calcu-
late the temperature dependence of n\, n2, n3, PQ, and в
(Fig. 15). It is clear from Fig. 15 that в is independent of
temperature, which is in agreement with the statement
made in Ref. 19 that дв/дТ=0 for smectics from which
phase A is absent (they include CE-3).

2. FERROELECTRIC CHARACTERISTICS

2.1. Symmetry and ferroelectrlcity

The ferroelectric properties of C*LCs are due to the
spontaneous ordering of the permanent dipole moments of
the molecules in smectic layers, which corresponds to the
polar symmetry group C2 (Ref. 45). A smectic layer of
C*LC has a single symmetry element, namely, a two-fold
rotation axis. This axis lies in the plane of the smectic layer
and is perpendicular to the x, z layer (Fig. 2). This plane
cannot be a reflection plane because of the chirality of the
molecules, so that the axis is a polar axis. Spontaneous
polarization is observed when the chiral molecules have a
dipole moment perpendicular to their long axis. Figure 16a
shows the thermodynamic equilibrium configuration of the
long axes of the molecules (the director) of C*LCs. As the
z coordinate is varied (the z axis points along the helix axis
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FIG. 15. Calculated temperature dependence of chiral smectic С phase of
the liquid crystal CE3 (open symbols) and a mixture of 90% of
CE3+10% TDOBAMBCC (full symbols): a—P0; b—п,, п2, п}; с—в;
1—Я = 546 nm, 2—Я = 577 nm.

which is perpendicular to the smectic planes), the С LC
director and the polarization vector P0 (which is perpen-
dicular to it and points along the C2 axis lying in the plane
of the smectic layer) are found to rotate so that

L(z+P0)+L(z),

Ps(z+/>0)=Ps(z) ,

(13)

i.e., the spatial period of rotation is equal to the pitch P0 of
the helix.

It follows from (13) that, in equilibrium, the mean
polarization within а С LC volume containing a large
number of smectic planes must be zero:

FIG. 16. a—Twisting of the director L of C*LC around the helix axis (z
axis) perpendicular to the smectic layers. The spontaneous polarization P,
of the smectic С phase is perpendicular to L and the normal to the layers.
The angle в is a measure of the tilt of the director in a layer, <p is the
helical twist, and P0 is the equilibrium pitch of the helix, b—Microscopic
packing model for chiral molecules is a C*LC layer (de Gennes' fishes45).

1 ГЛ)

>=7Г '"о Jo
(14)

where q0=2ir/P0 is the wave vector of the structure (see
Fig. 16).

From the microscopic point of view, the existence of a
polar axis in the smectic layer of the С LC follows from
the requirement of densest packing of the chiral molecules
(represented in Fig. 16b by the fishes).45

The densest packing corresponds to the orientation of
the 'fishes' for which their main 'fin' touches the boundary
of the smectic layer. In Fig. 16b, the direction of polariza-
tion corresponds to the case where the uncompensated di-
pole moment of each 'fish' points out of the right eye. The
polarization Ps of a smectic layer can be calculated from
the formula (see Fig. 16b)

The necessary conditions for the existence of this po-
larization are: (1) tilted С LC molecules, i.e., ec^=Q and
(2) chirality of the molecules, which leads to nonuniform
rotation around the long axis and nonzero molecular di-
pole moment that is at right angles to its long axis.

The classical example of the C*LC is
p-decyloxybenzylidene p'-amino 2-methyl butyl cinnamate
(DOBAMBC)45 whose molecule takes the form
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C10H2iO CH=N CH=CH—COO—CH2—R* , (16)

where R*=C*H-CH2-CH3 in which C* represents an
a symmetric optically active carbon atom. The chiral frag-
ment of the molecule R* and the transverse dipole mo-
ment which is due to the ester group —COO— are impor-
tant elements of the molecule that ensure its tilt and
polarization in a layer.

Molecular building is directed toward creating С LCs
with a wide temperature range, low viscosity, and high
spontaneous polarization. The most promising approach is
not to synthesize individual С LCs with given molecular
shape, but to create multicomponent С LC mixtures in
which the smectic С matrix has low viscosity and is chem-
ically, photoelectrically, and thermally stable as well as
being properly oriented; it must also exist in a wide range
of temperatures, and the mesogenic (or nonmesogenic)
twisting additive must ensure the formation of the ferro-
electric helix (see Fig. 16a) and high spontaneous
polarization.47"49 For example, the С LC mixture FELIX-
001 reported in Ref. 48 exists in the temperature range
between 7 °C and 79 °C; its spontaneous polarization is
about 10 nC/cm2 and its rotational viscosity at room tem-
perature is less than 0.1 poise.

2.2. Physical parameters underlying the electrooptics of

chiral smectic С liquid crystals

The basic physical parameters that characterize the
electrooptic behavior of С LCs are as follows: tilt angle of
the director in the layer, pitch of the helix, rotational vis-
cosity of the director, dielectric anisotropy, optical aniso-
tropy, elastic moduli associated with the deformation of
the director, flexoelectric polarization associated with the
bending of the director in the layers, and cohesion energy
between the director and the substrate.

We shall now examine each of these factors in detail.
The tilt of the С LC director in a layer can vary from

a few degrees near the transition to the smectic phase and
0-40° in certain C*LCs (Refs. 50 and 51). The usual
objective for electrooptic С LCs is to achieve tilt angles
в~ 22.5° in almost the entire temperature range in which
the smectic С phase exists,46'51 but in some electrooptic
effects the aim is to attain maximum possible values of the
tilt angle в (Refs. 10, 53, and 54) or its modulation
depth.55 The tilt в is readily determined from electrooptic
data obtained in a sign-changing electric field ±E (Ref.
50).

The spontaneous polarization of а С LC is largely de-
termined by the molecular characteristics of its component
materials, i.e., the intrinsic ferroelectric smectic С or the
optically active dipolar additive, and can vary between
about 1-2 and 220 nC/cm2. It has been noted that the
magnitude of spontaneous polarization is also a function of
the induced dipole-dipole interactions between the mole-

cules, and the degree of ordering of the long axes of the
molecules and transverse molecular dipoles.56'57 The spon-
taneous polarization of a C*LC can be measured pyroelec-
trically by integrating the pyroelectric coefficient
y=dP/dr with respect to the temperature Т (Ref. 56), by
measuring changes in capacitance by the Sawyer-Tower
method,58'59 or an analogous system with a grounded
sample,60'61 and by integrating the time dependence of the
repolarization current /p (Ref. 62 and 63)

• — Г/s~25 J p

where S is the area of the electrode.
Flexoelectric polarization associated with the bending

of the director in smectic layers is an important parameter
of C*LCs (Refs. 6 and 64). It is shown in Ref. 64 that the
resultant polarization of С LCs is the sum of the compo-
nents Гц (z) and PL (z) that are respectively parallel and
perpendicular to the C2 axis in the С LC layer. The non-
zero values of Рц (z) and Px (z) are then due to the cou-
pling between the smectic layers, or the flexoelectric effect
(Fig. 17):

0,5 f,0 E/£p

FIG. 17. a—Total polarization P of а С LC layer, consisting of compo-
nents Рц and Pi respectively parallel and perpendicular to the C2 axis,
b—Curve J—total polarization of С LC. (.P/.PS)—average along the he-
lix axis (points—experimental), 2—contribution of spontaneous polariza-
tion, 3—contribution of flexopolarization, 4—E/EU—relative electric field
applied to the С LC (for E—EU the helix is completely unwound:
<?=*•).<"
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TABLE I. Relative flexoelectric moduli of C*LC (DOBAMBCC64). SO

& -flfl°

6 >t>fQ°2 ><p

<5=<5,-<5 2

ДГ = Tc - Г, °C

0,7

5

-30

35

2,7

4

-60

64

4

5

-77

82

80

2,6 ,.J 2,9

P^ (z) = (Px,Py) = (Pll sing?, -P|| cosg?),

P, z)_ P, cosg?, PL sing? , ^

дв

where XL is the dielectric susceptibility, цр is the piezo-
electric modulus, Ps=Xi Mp0 is the spontaneous polariza-
tion, and /if, /Xf are the flexoelectric moduli of the С LC
due to the azimuthal (g?) and polar (0) deformations of
the director.

The relative contributions of spontaneous and flexo-
electric polarizations to the total polarization of the С LC,
averaged along the axis of the helix (the z axis) in fields
exceeding the field necessary to unwind the smectic helix,
are shown in Fig. 17 (the smectic helix is unwound by the
electric field E when the contribution to the energy of the
С LC due to the interaction between the field and the
spontaneous polarization exceeds the elastic unwinding en-
ergy of the helix). It is clear that the flexoelectric contri-
bution to polarization may exceed the corresponding con-
tribution due to spontaneous polarization and is the
dominant factor for high director deformation gradients
dg?/dz and дв/dz [see (17)]. The relative values of the
flexoelectric coefficients 8l=fifq0/fip and 52=/^?(/Мр were
estimated for DOBAMBC near the smectic С -> smectic A
phase transition on the basis of an analysis of the field
dependence of the total polarization of the С LC (Ref.
64). It was shown that 1521 > 16j |, i.e., the most significant
contribution to polarization near the phase transition is
due to the spatial deformation of the polar angle дв/dz and
not of the azimuthal angle дср/dz as had been assumed
(Table I).65'66 In Table I, АГ=ГС-Г is the deviation
from the temperature Гс of the smectic A -> smectic С
phase transition, q0=2ir/P0, and P0 is the pitch of the
C*LC helix (see Fig. 16).

Rotational viscosity is an important parameter of
C*LCs that determines their response in electrooptics. It is
a measure of the dissipation of energy during the orienta-
tion of the C*LC director (see Fig. 16). Symmetry consid-
erations indicate that there are two distinct viscosity coef-
ficients, namely, Ye and Y<p> which determine the time
constants тв and TV for the reorientation of the С LC di-

FIG. 18. Rotational viscosities ye and
DOBAMBCC.67

of smectic phase of

rector in the coordinates в zmd q> (Fig. 18). The corre-
f\

spending simplified dynamic equations take the form

=0, re= (18a)

(18b)

where t is the time, Ps is the polarization, E is the field
strength, A = 2a(Tc— T), and a<0 is the effective elastic
modulus for a change in the tilt angle в. The viscosity
coefficient YV is sometimes written in the form67"69

7,,=y;sin20, (19)

where y'g, is the rotational viscosity in the coordinate frame
coupled to the director. The relation given by (19) shows
that y,p-»0 for 0-»0, i.e., the rotational viscosity of the С
director j^ can be made as low as desired by reducing the
director tilt in the С LC layer.

Well away from the ferroelectric phase transition point
Гс, we can sensibly confine our attention to the azimuthal
<p-deviations of the С LC director because the в reorienta-
tion of the director relative to the layer normal involves
changes in density, which can be neglected within the С
phase. However, near Tc, the angle в can be varied, e.g.,
by applying an electric field to the С LC (electroclinic
effect9'55). The quantity Ye can be determined in the elec-
troclinic effect by measuring the polarization Ps, the tilt в,
and the component of the dielectric susceptibility
%g=dPs/dE in accordance with:67

"(5)' (20)

The temperature dependence of the time constant re, po-
larization Ps, and dielectric susceptibility %g was measured
in Ref. 6 by the pyroelectric method.56'57 The temperature
dependence of the viscosity ye of DOBAMBC is shown in
Fig. 18.

The rotational viscosity corresponding to the azi-
muthal angle <p can be determined for a sufficiently strong
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FIG. 19. Different methods of measuring the rotational viscosity of the
С LC director, a—Electrical response /(<). b—Repolarization current
/p(t). с—Repolarization current ip(t) for a triangular electric-field wave-
form E(t).

applied field E in accordance with equation (18b) (Refs.
67-70). It is shown in Refs. 67 and 69 that it can be
estimated from the measured electrooptic response, using
the formula

(21)

where t^ and /50 are the response times corresponding to
the 90% and 50% transmission of the С LC relative to the
maximum (Fig. 19a). The C*LC cell is placed between a
polarizer and an analyzer held so as to ensure a monotonic
rise in intensity for large values of t (Refs. 67 and 69).

A similar formula for rv is proposed in Refs. 68 and
70:

190 10

1.8
(22)

Values of Ту determined from (21) and (22) differ by
approximately 30%. We note, however, that (22) was ob-

tained numerically for a particular value of the reorienta-
tion angle of the director on the surface (<p0= 1°) (Ref. 71)
whereas (21) is valid for any <p0 (Ref. 72).

The viscosity yv can be determined from the time de-
pendence of the repolarization current ip(t)=dq/dt as a
function of time (Fig. 19b,c). The following formulas are
then used (see Fig. 19b):68'70'73

Yr=- 1.8
(23)

where TW is the half-width at half-height of the repolariza-
tion response (see Fig. 19c)

rr=- (24)

where S is the area of the electrode, Ps is the polarization,
and im(Em) is the maximum repolarization current re-
sponse in a field Em.

One way of increasing the electrooptic switching rate
in the С LC is to reduce the viscosity of the С LC mixture
with a simultaneous increase in polarization.6 However, it
is unlikely that this method will be highly successful as
compared with the switching levels achieved so far (~ 30
/is at room temperature with £~15 V//zs; Ref. 74). This
follows, firstly, from the fact that an increase in the polar-
ization of С LC mixtures is usually accompanied by an
increase in rotational viscosity75 and, secondly, the rise in
polarization is accompanied by a rapid rise in the corre-
sponding repolarization current:71

P F*
(25)

which is highly undesirable in electrooptic displays.
The pitch P0 of the ferroelectric helix is most readily

regulated by varying the concentration of the optically ac-
tive additive (OAA) in the smectic С matrix. The pitch
can be varied between wide limits, say, between 100 and
00.1 /лп by using an OAA with high twisting power, high
concentration in the matrix, good orientation in the ma-
trix, and little effect on the temperature range in which the
smectic С exists. Moreover, it is desirable for the rotational
viscosity of the С LC to increase with the OAA concen-
tration much more slowly than the corresponding
polarization.7 One such OAA is Luch-15 with the
formula10

с

с̂ "]-с*ноос

COOCH* •£
CH3 (26)

The pitch P0 of the С LC helix can be estimated in
various wavs.«o.4i.44.45,66,77-85 in thick samples (d>250
/ип), the pitch (P0<20 /mi) is determined by measuring
the separation between parallel domains in a planar texture
when the axis of the helix is parallel to the
substrates, 77>78>81~84 or by determining the deflection 0N of a
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FIG. 20. Pitch of helix in 90% of 4-octyloxyresorcylidene-4-
dodecylaniline+10% alkoxysalicylideneaniline based on /-menthol. 1—л
= 2, 2—n = 5.

laser beam with wavelength A0 corresponding to the Nth
diffraction order66'79'82'84 produced by the C*LC helical
structure:

(27)
Sin;

The pitch can also be found by using the Kano-Grandjean
structure in a wedge-shaped cell with the С LC helix axis
perpendicular to the substrates, in which case P0 is equal to
twice the separation between neighboring disinclina-
tions,45'80 and also by using the spectral position of the
Bragg reflection maximum for known refractive indices of
the C'LC.41'44'85

The effect of different types of phase transition on the
temperature dependence of the pitch of the helix and spon-
taneous polarization in mixtures of smectic С liquid crys-
tals and optically active additives based on salicylidena-
nilines. Two types of temperature dependence of the pitch
of the helix P0 were found for chiral-induced smectics. In
the first type there is a clear anomaly with a well-defined
maximum (Fig. 20, curve /) in an interval about 10° below
the transition to the isotropic phase. The second type of
dependence is monotonic and is shown by curve 2 in Fig.
20. The monotonic function P0(T) is observed when the
mixture exhibits the chiral smectic С -> chiral nematic tran-
sition. The anomalous form of P0(T) is observed when the
chiral smectic С-«smectic A transition is present in the
system, and the smectic A can be induced by introducing
an optically active compound. However, the presence of
the phase transition to smectic A does not necessarily im-
ply a nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the pitch.
As far as spontaneous polarization is concerned, its highest
values have been observed in systems with an induced
smectic A phase and monotonic P0(T). These characteris-
tics have been explained by assuming that the temperature
dependence of the pitch is due to a growth of disinclination
loops near the second-order phase transition point and to
the presence of a particular surface field that unwinds the
helix in chiral materials with strong piezoelectric coupling
and correspondingly high spontaneous polarization.

The permittivity of а С LC is very dependent on tem-
perature (especially near the transition to the С phase)
and on the frequency of the applied field. In addition to the
usual capacitive methods of measurement7'46 there is then
the pyroelectric method50'57 based on

д_дР

~~дЁдТ~~

д_дР_
дТдЁ=

_
дТ'

(28)

where Т is the temperature, P the polarization, E the elec-
tric field, у=дР/дТ is the pyroelectric coefficient, and
Х — дР/дЕ is the dielectric susceptibility.

The dielectric response is defined by

£-1

Я-.0 E
(29)

where (P) is the mean induced polarization which contains
contributions of two modes. The soft mode is due to am-
plitude changes in polarization, i.e., tilt changes in the
С LC layer. This mode is particularly significant near the
transition to the С phase and is responsible for the elec-
troclinic effect.9'55 The second mode is associated with
changes in the phase of the polarization, i.e., the azimuthal
angle <p, and is referred to as the Goldstone mode.

The characteristic time constants and the relaxation
frequencies of the permittivities of С LCs are determined
by constructing the corresponding generalized Cole-Cole
diagrams (see Ref. 86-88). The dielectric response of
smectic A near the phase transition in С LC is lower by
approximately an order of magnitude than the correspond-
ing response in С LC and includes a contribution of only
the soft mode; its characteristic relaxation frequencies are
given by86"88

Л=а(г-гс), т>тс,

where a -10-15 kHz-K"1. In the C*LC phase, the con-
tribution of the soft mode to the permittivity is negligible,
and decreases rapidly with distance from the transition
point. The characteristic relaxation frequencies are given
by the following expressions that is well-known for second-
order phase transitions:7

fs=2a(Tc-T), T<TC.

At the transition point T=TC, the dielectric relaxation
frequencies are finite and are determined by the Goldstone
mode.7'8 '8 The characteristic frequencies of the Goldstone
mode are fa~Te# where тс# is the response time of the
С director to small perturbations of the helix,
Tc#~Y<r/Kfeo> Y<p is tne rotational viscosity, q0=2ir/PQ is
the wave vector of the helix, and Kf is the modulus of
elasticity for the deformation of the helix. Typical values of
Goldstone-mode relaxation frequency are /Q~ 100 Hz-1
kHz (Refs. 46 and 86-98).

As the temperature is reduced below the phase transi-
tion point Гс, the dielectric response (29) of the C*LC is
found to increase. Estimates7'86 show that

•у — (30)
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where F4=K<ff^/2 is the elastic bulk energy of the C*LC.
It follows from this expression that the temperature depen-
dence of the dielectric susceptibility of the С LC is actually
determined by the temperature dependence of the pitch of
the helix:

Х~*о (31)

i.e., it increases with increasing temperature up to a certain
steady value. Allowance for the temperature dependence of
the flexorelectric contribution to the polarization of the

ф ж

С LC does not alter the qualitative dependence described
by (31) (Ref. 64).

From the practical point of view, it is important to
have measurements of the dielectric anisotropy
Д£=ец —EL in the frequency range 1-1000 kHz which,
for the purposes of the so-called 'dielectric stabilization' of
the С LC (Ref. 48), should be negative. The permittivities
f II and £± were measured in Ref. 46 for planar and ho-
meotropic orientations of the С LC in the course of slow
cooling below the phase transition point Tc in a strong
magnetic field. It was found that ец ~4, EL ~6, and
A£=£| —£L 2. A relaxation of the soft mode (in-
crease in £| ) was found in the frequency region ~20 kHz;
the Goldstone mode was responsible for the increase in el

below 5 kHz (Ref. 46).
We now note one further property of С LCs that fun-

damentally distinguishes them from classical nematic li-
quid crystals in respect of dielectric behavior. The permit-
tivity defined by е=дР/дЕ is very dependent on the field
and may reach 100-1000 or more in fields E^EU (see Fig.
17). This must be taken into account when С LCs are used
in electrooptic circuits with matched impedances, e.g.,
photoconductor-LC circuits.89

It is also important to note recent data on biaxial
dielectrics.90'91 Stabilization of ferroelectric liquid crystals
with surface-stabilized geometry in an alternating field in-
dicates the presence of significant biaxiality. It is shown in
Ref. 90 and 91 that the biaxiality influences the electroop-
tic characteristics of both chiral and nonchiral smectic С
liquid crystals.

As far as optical properties are concerned, these have
already been considered in Sec. 1. A more complete ac-
count can be found in Refs. 4, 21, 23, 24 and 92. In prin-
ciple, the С LCs can be treated to a good approximation as
biaxial media although only one of the principal axes of the
dielectric tensor, namely, the C2 axis, is clearly defined and
is perpendicular to the director and parallel to the plane of
the smectic layers93 (see Fig. 16). The С LCs are mostly
looked upon as uniaxial crystals in which one of the axes of
the permittivity tensor lies along the director (the refrac-
tive index along this axis is иц ) and the two other axes (C2

nd the axis perpendicular to it and to the director) are
completely equivalent (the refractive index along these
axes is nv j.40'41'43-94 This approximation is validated by
direct experiment in which measurements are made of the
refractive indices of the C*LC along the principal axes of
the optical indicatrix: the biaxiality does not exceed 0.001
and tends to zero as we approach the transition to the
smectic A phase.40'41'43'94

The birefringence Ди = Пц — nL is important in deter-
minations of the electrooptic behavior of С LCs. It can
also be found from electrooptic measurements10'50 that rely
on the response intensity as a function of the phase factor
Дпс?/Я where d is the layer thickness and Я the wave-
length. The birefringence An can be measured directly with
the Berek compensator in a strong stabilizing field that
takes the С LC to a state with a fixed orientation of the
director along the layer thickness (uniaxial phase plate).46

The dispersion of optical anisotropy is described by the
well-known Cauchy rule95

Дл(Я)=Дл(оо)
С
я2

Experiment shows that the dispersion of Ди(Я) is usually
less significant in С LCs than in nematics. At room tem-
perature, its total range does not exceed 0.01 as the wave-
length Я varies across the visible range.

The elastic properties of С LCs can be determined in
terms of the energy density Fd of distortions in director
orientations as follows:

K-,
--— (div L)2+— (L curl L—/

([LcurlL]-b)2, (32)

where the elastic moduli K}, K2, and K$ describe different
types of deformation as in ordinary nematic liquid crystals
and the linear terms L • curl L and L X curl L remain in the
expression for Fb because of the absence of mirror symme-
try from С LCs. The spontaneous twist t and the trans-
verse bending b are given by96

t=—q0sin2 в,

b=q0cos в- [LXz] ,
(33)

where \q0\ =2ir/P0 and the sign of q0 determines the di-
rection of the twist of the helix; q0 > 0 and q0 < 0 determine
the right- and left-twisted helix, respectively.

Apart from the volume elastic energy, the free energy
of the С LC must take into account the energy of interac-
tion of the director or the associated polarization Ps of the
С LC with the substrate, which is characterized by the
polar and dispersive contributions Wp=Bp(P-v) and
Wd=Bd(P • v)2, where Bp and Bd are the respective rigid-
ities and v is the normal to the substrate. Hence the total
free energy of elastic deformation of the С LC is given by

„= Г Fddr+ f (Wp+Wd)da,
Jv Js

(34)

i.e., it consists of the sum of surface and volume integrals.
There are at present no reliable methods for estimating the
elastic moduli and the cohesion energy of the С LC and
the substrate although the corresponding phase diagrams
have been reported96"99 for different states of the С LC as
functions of the elastic and surface moduli (helically
twisted or uniform). The total free energy F of the С LC
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FIG. 21. Clark-Lagerwall effect.

is equal to the sum of the elastic energy (34) and the
energy of interaction between the С LC and the electric
field E:

F=Fy+Fe,

л-f [-J y [

(35)

(P-E)--^(E-L)2 dr,
Й7Г

where P is the polarization and £a= (£ц — £x )sin2 в is the
dielectric anisotropy.

3. ELECTROOPTIC EFFECTS IN C*LCs

3.1. The Clark-Lagerwall effect in surface-stabilized
structures

We shall now examine the basic electrooptic effects in
С LCs. The best known is the so-called Clark-Lagerwall
effect which is the change in the orientation of the С LC
director L with the sign of the electric field E (Fig. 21).
The director is in this case reoriented along the generators
of a cone of angle в whose axis (the z axis) lies along the
helix axis of the С LC that is parallel to the substrate
(smectic layers are perpendicular to the substrates), and
since the equilibrium direction of polarization is such that
Pc|| E, the sign change £-» — E is accompanied by the
change A<p = ir in the orientation of the director. The
Clark-Lagerwall effect is observed in the so-called surface-
stabilized ferroelectric liquid crystal structures
(SSFLCs),2'10'100 i.e., structures in which the inequality
d^P0 ensures that the helical structure is energetically un-
favorable (i.e., the helix is 'untwisted by the walls') where
d is the layer thickness and P0 is the pitch of the helix.

The change in the azimuthal angle <p in the Clark-
Lagerwall effect is described by the equation for the equi-
librium of moments, which follows from the condition for
minimum free energy ( 35 ) :

(36)

дер
KL -s-

"У
=0 , (37)

y=d,o

where KL (К^=КЪ=К^ is the elastic modulus.
For the usual values of polarization (Ps~ 15 nC/cm2),

control field (£~10 ^m), and directric anisotropy
(|£a| ~0.05), we have

4тг
(38)

so that the second term in (36) can be neglected. When
(38) is not satisfied, which can be ensured by suitably
choosing the С LC with a high value of Де and low value
of Ps, the switching time increases without limit in the
Clark-Lagerwall effect when \£аЕ\/4тт~ \PS\. The sign of
the dielectric anisotropy ea is then unimportant.71'102"105

Actually, experiment shows that, for negative values of the
dielectric anisotropy, £a<0, the slope of the dynamic curve
of the C*LC response increases slightly with increasing
driving voltage, i.e., there is a reduction in the correspond-
ing switching times.103'105 This is important for practical
applications in which we have to increase the information
capacity of С LC matrix displays. However, as the voltage
is increased further, the total electrooptic response time of
the С LC, which is defined as the time for the intensity to
reach 50% of the saturation level,105 begins to increase,
then passes through a maximum for \eaE\/bir~ |PS|, and
finally falls again.103-105 When |£а£|/4тг>|Р8|, the C*LC
switching time is evidently determined by the electrooptic
eifect that is quadratic in E and is the analog of the Fred-
eriks transition.

The actual fields (—5—15 V/цт) for which the
Clark-Lagerwall effect is particularly noticeable are such
that the moments associated with elasticity
(~K± сРф/ду1) and with the anisotropy of permittivity
[(eg/^/^TrJsin <p cos ф] in (36) can be neglected, in which
case the electrooptic switching times can be estimated from
the following formula [cf. (21)]:

'Pf (39)

The measured response-time differences T^— Тю (22)
and TgQ— Г50 (21) differ from TV by a factor of the order
of unity.

Comparison of the switching times in electrooptic ef-
fects in classical nematic liquid crystals, i.e.,

_(NLC)

_(NLC)
Toff ~

(40)

(y, is the rotational viscosity, К is the elasticity, and d is
the layer thickness) and in C*LC

with the boundary conditions
_(C*LC) c*LC __

ОП 'off T<P
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shows that a very high speed of operation can be achieved
in the Clark-Lagerwall effect as compared with nematic
liquid crystals. Actually, we usually have

(NLC) £ (NLC)
Ton л Toff

or even
(NLC) . (NLC)

(the so-called two frequency relaxation in which the sign
of ea of the NLC changes with the field frequency89 is an
exception), since in accordance with (40), the time
does not in general depend on the amplitude of the switch-
big field E, whereas

<c*LC) (C*LC)
Ton — Toff

_(NLO
(41)

The validity of (41) can readily be confirmed by consider-
ing the usual values of the NLC and С LC electrooptic
switching parameters for ea~ 10, £—10 V/цт, Ps—10
nC/cm2, n/Y<p=ri/Y'<p sin2 0- I/sin2 0-9 (for 0=20°)
we have

(NLC)
'on

JC*LC)'
>1 (42)

It is shown in Refs. 106 and 107 that there are two
switching regimes in the Clark-Lagerwall effect, separated
by the threshold voltage

U.th" (43)

where Bd is the rigidity for the dispersive part of the co-
hesion energy. For 2?d—0.1 erg/cm2 and /*„—10 nC/cm2,
the estimate given by (43) is in agreement with experiment
for САШ~4 V.

When U< С/л, we observe the motion of the domain
walls that separate regions with different directions of po-
larization, i.e., P and —P. The rate at which one domain
region is replaced by another determines the switching
time. When U> £/л (Clark-Lagerwall regime proper), the
switching time т^Уу/PJL is determined by the reorienta-
tion of the director throughout the С LC. The electrooptic
response time of the С LC is very sensitive to its real struc-
ture (type of orientation, the presence of defects, and so
on) which will be considered separately.

The total electrooptic response amplitude / of the
С LC in the Clark-Lagerwall regime can be approximately
calculated from the formula98

, , ДФ
/=/o sin 40 • sin -r-, (44)

where /0 is the incident-light intensity, Д^?=21гДл*//А is
the phase delay, and 6л=иц —л1 is the optical anisotropy
of the C*LC. It is clear from (44) that the maximum
contrast on switching is observed for 0—ir/8(22.50) and
Дл<//А= 1/2, which for Дл—0.125 and A—0.5 /xm corre-
sponds to rf—2 fua. It is shown in Ref. 69 and 72 that a
change in the thickness d by А/8Дл from its optimum
value may produce a significant change in the time depen-

300 500 t, /is

FIG. 22. Time dependence of the electrooptic response for different val-
ues of the phase delay d(n« — nL ) in C*LC.

dence of the electrooptic response (Fig. 22). Practical
quality criteria for electrooptic displays suggest the follow-
ing more stringent limits: 2 /лп±10% (Ref. 108).

The disadvantages of the Clark-Lagerwall effect in-
clude not only the stringent restrictions on the deviation
from the optimum thickness of the C*LC layer and diffi-
culties in producing a defect-free sample, but also obstacles
to the realizations of reproducible bistability or optical
memory switched by the electric field, as well as stable
reproducibility of the voltage-dependent greyness scale.
We note that, in the volume switching regime, the trans-
mission of an element is determined by the product of the
pulse amplitude U and its duration r.

When C*LCs are developed for the Clark-Lagerwall
effect, high values of Ps are not the prime consideration
because they lead to much larger repolarization currents.71

Actually, if we define the current /p as the time derivative
of charge (the charge being induced by the polarization so
that q=—Ps cos (p), we find from (36) that

. d? _ . d<p,p=-=Pssm^.-
<p

(45)

i.e., the current is proportional to the square of polariza-
tion. Moreover, for high values of polarization, the switch-
ing process is significantly influenced by the space charge
<7=divP produced during the switching process by the
internal field which is reduced by the effect of the switching
pulse. Charge phenomena are not fully understood at
present, and only certain qualitative estimates are available
of the role of these phenomena in C*LC
electrooptics.109-111

3.2. Deformed helix effect In C*LCs

The deformed helix effect was observed in early exper-
iments on the electrooptic properties of C*LCs (Refs. 4,
76, and 112), first adequately explained in Ref. 113 and
114. The geometry of the С LC cell in which the deformed
helix ferroelectric effect (DHFE) is observed and shown in
Fig. 23. The polarizer II on the front substrate is at an
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FIG. 23. a—Geometry of a C*LC cell in the deformed helix effect;
b—deformation of the current director distribution in a sign-changing
electric field.

angle )3 to the axes of the helix, whilst the analyzer A is
perpendicular to the polarizer. The С LC layers are per-
pendicular to the substrates, and the layer thickness d is
much greater than the pitch />0 of the helix:

d>P0- (46)

The light beam with aperture a>P0 is parallel to the smec-
tic layers.

The C*LC helix is deformed by the electric field, and
the changes that occur are symmetric in the electric field
±£ (see Figs. 23 and 24). The reorientation of the C*LC
director is accompanied by a change in the refractive in-
dex, i.e., we have birefringence induced by the electric field.
The effect occurs right up to fields corresponding to the
unwinding of the helix:

Ео=77-ТГ^> (47)

where А'ц =АГ2 [see (32)] and \q0\ =2тг/Р0. The charac-
teristic time constant of the effect in low fields E<£EU is
independent of the C*LC polarization and the field E, and
is determined exclusively by the rotational viscosity y^, of
the C*LC and the pitch P0 of the helix:

L x fI—*-Z N

о / ,\ А .А ̂
/ АЛ Н

\ o x
-<v h- V

v / АН > ч
v / A H -у ч

. у- VV x 0 \ <
Д-1-t-h-HH-l-Hh-l-Hl-b I --

FIG. 24. Internal disinclination lines between the helix volume structure
and planar adhesion to electrodes for skew-symmetric (a) and symmetric
(b) directions of transverse molecular dipoles relative to the normal to
the electrodes.

(48)

When E<EU, the formula given by (48) becomes invalid
because the helix becomes highly deformed and its pitch
P$ rapidly increases: (fff/Po)2-* <x>. According to Ref.
114,

Toff

TO
(49)

The time necessary for the helix to return to its original
equilibrium state is also found to increase sharply, so that
for E~EU, for which the helix is almost completely un-
wound, the time roff becomes arbitrarily large, i.e., we have
structural and optical memory.

However, electrooptic switching is difficult to imple-
ment for E<EU because the field dependence of the bire-
fringence Ди(/?) displays a well-defined hysteresis, espe-
cially as E approaches Eu (Refs. 115-117). Moreover,
experiment shows that, for E^EU, there is practically no
hysteresis, and reversible switching of &n(E) and the cor-
responding light intensity I(E) can readily be achieved.10

The relative light intensity transmitted by the C*LC
sample shown in Fig. 23 can be calculated from the
formula64'113

— = | sin2 20+26 sin 4)8 • cos «p+402 cos 40 • cos2 <p

16 \ ДФ\
—-г- fr sin4)3-cos (plsin ~z-) , (50)

where /3 is the angle between the axis of the helix and the
polarizer, в, <р define the orientation of the C*LC director
(в is the tilt in the layer), ДФ=(2т//А)Дп(£) is the
phase delay, and the angle brackets represent averaging
over z. If the electric field E is a harmonic function of time
(E=E0coscot), then according to Refs. 10, 64, and 113
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q>=z'+Asinz', z'=p-,

is2 E cos a>t+ (co/o)0) sin cat
A=^6E^, 1 ' /"/- ^2

(51)

(52)

From (51) we have <cos<p) A/2 and {cos2 <p) ~ 1/2,
and <cos3<p> ЗЛ/4. It then follows from (50) that,
when sin 4J3= 1 (/?=тг/8, Зтг/8), the transmitted intensity
is linearly modulated, and the swing of the oscillations is

/o

= Д
•n2 E cos eat+ (co/co0)s\n cot

7„«»Г2а<=Тв- —

(53)

The intensity modulation depth is proportional, in the first
approximation, to the tilt в of the С LC director and to the
applied field. This has been confirmed experimentally.10

When sin 4)3=0 (/3=0, тг/4, тг/2), the intensity mod-
ulation is quadratic in the field. Actually, according to
(51)

<cos2<p>~- f l+—

and the swing of the oscillations is

/(0)

2 2 2 E2

= &A =6

(54)

i.e., it is quadratic in the field, and the oscillations occur at
twice the frequency. This has also been confirmed
experimentally.10

In the above two cases of light modulation in the de-
formed helix effect, the phase factor 8т2(ДФ/2) was al-
most constant and the phase delay could be chosen so that
this factor was equal to unity. We note, however, that if the
directions of the helix axes are totally random in the С LC
sample, i.e.,

sin2 2)8= 1/2, sin 4/3=0, cos 4/3=0,

where the bar represents averaging over the plane of the
substrate, the modulation of the light intensity transmitted
by the C*LC is wholly determined by the change in the
phase factor вт2(ДФ/2). This factor can be written out in
greater detail in accordance with Ref. 64 and 113 and the
formula given by (51):

sin ДФ.
B(sin2

2ird
х = — («Ц "«I )

(55)

so that in accordance with (50), the swing of the oscilla-
tions is

•0-
I (A)

т

ДО)

/0

8тДФтах пл

В

sin ДФ

8

= sin2 2)3

J

max^«|| /л|| ,

я U?

/
sn

, А Ф \
Т)

(56)

and is quadratic in field and frequency, as in the case of
(54). However, in addition, it increases more rapidly with
increasing phase factor dAn/A.

Experimental data10'115'117 have confirmed the validity
of (50-54) for the electrooptic response in the deformed
helix effect. By adding a chiral impurity such as (26) to a
wide-temperature low-viscosity smectic С matrix, it has
been possible to produce liquid-crystal materials with a
high degree of twist (P0~0.3-0.4 /ип at 25"), considerable
director tilt in the layer (29-30°), and helix unwinding
voltage tfu~2-3 V. The switching times for U-l.5—2 V
and contrast of 100:1 or more were found to be 150-200 ps
(Refs. 10 and 115-117). Obviously, these are not limiting
values. The time constants of this effect can be substan-
tially improved by applying narrow, high-amplitude pulses
to the С LC layer as is done, for example, in other elec-
trooptic effects in liquid crystals.89

In conclusion, we consider a few of the advantages of
the deformed helix effect as compared with the Clark-
Lagerwall effect.

1. High speeds are achieved for low driving voltages.
This occurs because modulation of birefringence and the
associated change in the transmitted-light intensity are due
to small deformations of the azimuthal twist angle of the
director near the position of equilibrium. The deformation
of the С LC is achieved in this effect for arbitrarily low
values of the voltage, so that the delay time, which can be
relatively long in the Clark-Lagerwall effect, is zero in this
case.

2. The effect is less sensitive to the treatment applied to
the substrates and to variations in thickness around its
optimum mean value corresponding to 8т2(Д<р/2) = 1
(Ref. 10). Experiment and qualitative estimates10'113 show
that the effective birefringence Диея- is lower in the de-
formed helix effect by a factor of 1.5 than the value of
Anmax in the Clark-Lagerwall effect.

3. The effect can be used to reduce the natural greyness
scale (that depends exclusively on the voltage amplitude).
Moreover, long-term optical memory can be achieved near
the unwinding field E~EU.

The deformed helix effect can evidently compete with
the Clark-Lagerwall effect in applications such as fast light
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\.l£)

FIG. 25. Electroclinic effort.

modulators working at low driving voltages, liquid-crystal
image converters with optical memory, and so on.

3.3. Electroclinic effect near the smectic A-»C*LC transition

The electroclinic effect, i.e., the change in the molecu-
lar tilt angle in smectic A near the phase transition to
С LC under the influence of an electric field, was discov-
ered by Garoff and Mayer.9 Several subsequent publica-
tions were devoted to the investigation of the electrooptic
parameters of the effect55'118'119 and to the development of
new liquid-crystal materials for its applications.120'121

The dependence of the field-induced director tilt on the
external electric field in the electroclinic effect is
linear7'9'55'118'119

в=есЕ,

where ec is the electroclinic coefficient given by

(57)

(58)

P—XL Mp^ is the induced polarization, XL is the suscepti-
bility, fj,p is the piezo-electric modulus, A =2a( Tc— T), a is
the effective modulus of elasticity for the change in the tilt
angle, and Tc is the temperature at which the transition to
the smectic С phase takes place. According to (58), the
electroclinic effect has a singularity at the phase transition
point T=TC. The effect, which is also referred to as the
soft mode,117 is also found to occur for T<TC, but in the
С LC phase the so-called Goldstone mode is much more
noticeable and is due to changes in the azimuthal tilt of the
С LC director in the electric field.

The rate of switching of the director tilt в in the elec-
troclinic effect is independent of the electric field E and is
determined exclusively by the rotational viscosity Ye
elasticity A (18a). The corresponding response time

Те
''А

(59)

lies in the submicrosecond range.
The geometry of the liquid-crystal cell in which the

electroclinic effect is observed in illustrated in Fig. 25. The

optic axis of the sample rotates in the electric field through
the angle в between L,(E) and L(0) where L defines the
direction of the director. It is shown in Ref. 119 that the
light intensity in the electroclinic effect is given by

1=10&т22(ф0+6(Е)), (60)

where i//0+0(E) is the angle between the polarizer and the
projection of the director on to the plane of the substrate
[we assume that the phase factor sin2(A<p/2) in (60) is
equal to unity]. The intensity modulation responding to
(60) for 0(0) =0 is

(2в(Е) )2cos=/-/0sin2 2ф0~

(61)

i.e., a linear electrooptic response is observed for
y>0 = 22.5°(sin 4^0=1). Substituting ^0 = 22.5° in (61), to-
gether with the value of ec from (58) and E=E0 sin ait, we
obtain119

sin a>t. (62)

The electroclinic effect is at present the fastest of all the
electrooptic effects observed in liquid crystals. It is re-
ported in Refs. 119-121 that the response time achieved
with this effect at room temperature (25 °C) does not ex-
ceed 600 ms for voltages of about 10—40 V///m and layer
thickness d=2 fim. The effect can be used in a wide spec-
tral range that includes visible radiation, and the wave-
length dependence of transmission can be substantially re-
duced by using a series of electroclinic cells.119 It is clear
from (62) that linear intensity modulation and the corre-
sponding liner greyness scale can be produced with the
electroclinic effect.

Optimum light modulation occurs in this effect for
в(Е) = 11.25° and considerable efforts will be directed in
the near future toward achieving this figure by developers
of liquid-crystal materials.117 Another important criterion
for the quality of a liquid crystal is the temperature range
in which the electroclinic effect exists, and also the degree
of polarization induced as a result of this, which is directly
proportional to the electroclinic coefficient. At present, the
width of the temperature interval achieved in commercially
developed liquid-crystal materials is about 20° near room
temperature, and the field-induced angle is close to the
optimum value of about 11.25° (Refs. 119-121). The elec-
troclinic effect will find applications in inexpensive and
compact light switches for frequencies between 100 MHz
and 2 MHz, controlled light filters for television cameras,
fast image converters based on liquid crystals, and so on.

3.4. Other electrooptic effects in C*LCs

The electrooptic effects in ferroelectric liquid crystals,
discussed above, have the most interesting and valuable
practical applications. However, to complete the picture,
we must consider some certain other electrooptic effects in
C*LCs.
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The transient scattering mode effect was first observed
in DOBAMBC (16) (Refs. 122 and 123). It involves the
scattering of light during the motion of domain walls that
separate regions with different polarization directions when
the polarization is reversed in a sign-changing electric field.
The characteristic response times fall with increasing am-
plitude of applied voltage, and amount to about 50-100 /xs
in high-temperature C*LCs (Г=70-90°С) with layer
thickness </~-3 /im.

Another electrooptic effect that is of practical interest
is the С LC structure transition from the light-scattering
untwisted helical state to the transparent state from which
the helix is absent.124'125 According to (37), the threshold
electric field EA for which this type of transition takes
place is Eth~K\\ /d2Ps. It can therefore be relatively low,
i.e., less than 0.5 V/цт when the layer thickness and po-
larization Ps are both large.124'125

The scattering of light during the unwinding of the
helix is observed without polarizers in sufficiently thick
С LCs samples (10-75 /лп). The voltage-contrast charac-
teristic exhibits well-defined hysteresis. The response times
of high-temperature C*LCs (DOBAMBC) range from
~500 (is (fast unwinding of the helix) to 50 ms (slow
return to the original twisted state). However, the helix
relaxation time can be substantially reduced (to 5 ms) by
suitably choosing the driving bipolar pulses of different
amplitude and duration.

The light-scattering effects observed in Refs. 122-125
during the deformation of the С LC helix have not as yet
been adequately investigated either theoretically or exper-
imentally. There is, for example, no explanation of the
correlation between the temperature dependence of the
С LC helix pitch and the scattered-light intensity reported
in Ref. 125; the connection between the physical parame-
ters of С LCs and the characteristics of the above effects
such as response time or shape of the hysteresis curve has
not been established, and the effects have not been investi-
gated in commercial С LC mixtures working at room tem-
perature. Nevertheless, these electrooptic effects may well
be useful in practice in the creation of polaroid-free liquid-
crystal displays, the development of optical memories, and
so on.

We note in conclusion, that recent papers have re-
ported a number of new electrooptic properties of С LCs
that do not fit the above ideas. They include the appear-
ance of a third stable state in surface-stabilized structures
with high spontaneous polarization (~100 nC/cm2),126

switching associated with the motion of disinclinations be-
tween twist states,127 and so on.

There is continuing interest in electrooptic effects in
the nonchiral smectic С phase (CLC) of the liquid crystal.
In addition to the usual (quadratic in the field) Frederiks
transition in the smectic С phase, the theory of which is
well established,4'89'128'129 and which has recently been seen
experimentally,128'129 a linear electrooptic effect in a CLC
has recently been reported in Ref. 130. This effect is pref-
erentially associated with the flexoelectric coupling be-
tween the smectic С liquid crystal and the external electric
field.

4. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF C*LCs

Chiral smectic liquid crystals are among the most
promising LCs with applications in electronics. These ap-
plications include high density information displays with
matrix addressing,53'131"138 fast light switches for electroop-
tic systems,139'140 image converters based on
photoconductor-C LC structures,140"148 and fast linear ar-
rays of light-valve devices for reprographic and printing
technologies.149"155 We shall now examine each of these
applications in greater detail.

The generally adopted method of addressing liquid-
crystal displays in which the number of rows is > 8 is the
so-called matrix method in which each individual display
element (pixel) is in the ON state of signals of different
polarity are simultaneously applied to the display row and
column that intersect at this particular pixel (Fig. 26). The
resulting voltage amplitude (voltage difference between the
row and the column) must be sufficient to ensure that the
particular pixel can be regarded as being ON. The follow-
ing conditions must then be satisfied.

1. Steps must be taken to avoid the 'cross-talk effect,'
i.e., the voltage applied only to a row (column) must be
insufficient to turn on a pixel in the particular row
(column).89

2. Since the display rows are usually addressed sequen-
tially, the image of the first (and subsequent) rows must
persist throughout the time taken to address the entire
display (frame time).

3. The time-averaged acting voltage evaluated over
many frames and applied to the liquid-crystal layer (i.e.,
the constant component of the voltage) must be zero in
order to avoid electrochemical degradation of the liquid
crystal.135

Fast linear electrooptic effects (i.e., sensitivity to the
sign of the driving field) and the field-switched optical
memory make the С LC very promising for applications in
high density information displays, personal computer
screens, palmtop television sets, and so on. For example, to
produce a standard TV image (625 lines, 25 frames per
second), we have to address each display line for not more
than 64 /is. This addressing rate is attainable in ferroelec-
tric liquid crystals even today,156 which means that the
С LC is one of the most promising liquid crystals (Table
П).

Controlled optical bistability is the principle employed
in С LC-based matrix displays capable of handling high-
density information. This means that each pixel must store
information written to it throughout the time taken to
write the entire frame, and must have two optically differ-
ent states that are switched by pulses of different polarity.
Clearly, a storage time of about 40 ms is necessary if the
above television standard is to be maintained, and this is
now a practical proposition.135

A further important image quality condition for a high
density information LC displays is the availability of sev-
eral levels of greyness (usually >8) for half-tone produc-
tion. The first С LC matrix displays were black and white
systems because it had not been possible to produce such
half-tones with a simple driving system.53'131"134 Subse-
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FIG. 26. Matrix addressing of high infoi
mation density С LC displays: a—general
scheme, b—driving pulses for 5т and 3
schemes (Refs. 158 and 135, respectively)
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Of 3T Sr

Зт scheme
[92]

quent developments have resulted in improved С LC dis-
plays either through the use of more sophisticated driving
systems and an infrastructure in each pixel,135'137 or by the
modification of the electrooptic effect itself.10'119

TABLE II. Row writing rate in matrix-controlled LC display.

LC material (effect)

C*LC
Nematic LC with

active addressing
Controlled birefringence

in nematic LC
Supertwist nematic-

cholesteric structure '
'Guest-host' effect in supertwist

nematic-cholesteric structures

At present

60jis

20 ms

100ms

200ms

300 ms

In the future

10 /is

50 ms

50 ms

'Lower row-writing times, down to 75 /js in such structures are reported
in Ref. 157.
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We have already mentioned the technological prob-
lems encountered in producing a constant gap over a large
area (2±0.05 ^m) in the Clark-Lagerwall effect) and of
achieving reproducible bistability and the absence of de
fects. These problems have now been successful!
solved.53'131'138 Much is expected of the new electrooptic
effects in С LCs such as, for example, the deformed heli:
effect and its modifications.10

We will give the characteristics of one of the last de
velopments of the color white format of the high informa
tive display on the base of C*LC138 (see Table HI).

Figure 26 illustrates the matrix control of a C*LC dis
play capable of handling high-density information (a) and
the form of the corresponding driving pulses (b). Lines 1
2, ... on the display are selected in succession, each occu
pying 1/и of a frame. At the same time, columns, 1, 2, ..
of the matrix receive information pulses that are writtei
into the successive pixels in lines, 1, 2 The resulting
signal received by pixel (/,_/) at each instant of time i»
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TABLE III. Characteristics of a high information density C*LC color
display.

Panel size, mm2

Size of active region, mm2

Number of pixels in matrix,
Pixel size, mm
Method of producing

color image

Multiplexing ratio
(number of rows written
per frame)

Control voltage, V
Frame rate, Hz
Width of control pulses, ps
Max. contrast ratio
Contrast ratio at 40° to
normal (viewing angle)

260 X 200
243 X 182
639 X 400

0.38 X 0.46
Mosaic consisting of color

filters (ROB) with controlled
transmission for color production

in each pixel

400:1
30

33.3
33.3
7:1

4:1

-U

T~T'
I I

I I

+v\—

-u

-If

FIG. 27. Driving scheme for a light-valve С LC linear array, r is the
valve switching time.155

determined by subtracting the corresponding voltages sup-
plied to line / and column j. It is readily seen that, in each
frame, the constant component (acting voltage) is zero at
each pixel (this is the 5т scheme of Ref. 158) or at each
nonselected pixel (Зт scheme of Ref. 135) if the driving
pulses are as illustrated in Fig. 26b. The absence of the
'cross-talk effect' is assured by suitably choosing the dy-
namic characteristic of the С LC. A pixel remains in its
initial state under a voltage of ± К/3(5т scheme) or ± V/
2(3т scheme) and is switched to state 1 when the voltage
is + V and to state 0 when the voltage is — V. The optical
memory of the С LC ensures that the information (optical
transmission of the pixels) is retained whilst the entire
frame is being written. A detailed discussion of the differ-
ent types of matrix addressing of С LC displays capable of
handling high density information is given in Ref. 135.
Here we merely note that the Зт addressing scheme is 50%
faster than the 5т scheme, and this produces a correspond-
ing reduction in the required optical memory time (bista-
bility) oftheC*LC.

The first fast linear arrays consisting of С LC light-
valve for reprographic systems and printers were devel-
oped at the beginning of 1983.15° The driving systems and
the fabrication technology for such linear arrays were sub-
sequently improved by using matrix addressing of groups
of elements into which the initial much denser file was
divided, and also by increasing the speed of operation and
the number of gradations on the greyness scale.153'154 Fig-
ure 27 shows a simple driving scheme for a linear C*LC
array. Zero voltage is applied to the base electrode (or
group of electrodes in the case of a matrix). Each light
valve is switched to state 1 or 0 by the second of two
control pulses, the first being used to cancel the constant
component of the voltage applied to the С LC. If the
C*LC has sufficient optical memory, then during the for-
mation of the current linear data file (optical transmission
of the valves) one need only address those valves whose
optical transmission must be altered. This results in in-
creased speed of operation. Gradations in pixel greyness
are produced by the corresponding reduction in the width

of pulses used to drive the valves at constant pulse ampli-
tude. A special microcomputer is used to drive the C*LC
with the linear array in accordance with input data, e.g.,
the transmission of the copier objective. The parameters of
a recent fast С LC light-valve linear array are listed in
Table IV.

Light-valve С LC linear arrays can be successfully
used in electrophotographic printing systems, inexpensive
high-speed noncontact high-resolution liquid-crystal print-
ers for personal computers, optical switching elements in
target recognition systems, and so on.150"155

Ferroelectric liquid crystals are very promising as op-
tical data processing materials, e.g., for fast switches for
optical logic schemes,74'139'140'159 image converters, opti-
cally driven matrix light modulators based on
photoconductor-C*LC structures,74'140"148'159'160 color fil-
ters with controlled transmission,119'159 and so on.

Speed of operation, switching energy, and size of
switching element are the important parameters of С LCs
for optical data processing systems. Table V compares
С LCs with solid electrooptic materials used in optoelec-
tronic systems.

It is clear from Table V that low driving voltages and
negligible energy dissipation during switching, combined

TABLE IV. Fast linear array of C*LC light valves153.

Resolution

Effective length of array
Number of points

(light valves in array)
Valve switching time '
Control voltage
Multiplexing ratio '
Contrast ratio
Printing rate '

400 points/inch
(16 points/mm)

260mm

4096
100 ^is
20 В
8:1
4:1

10 lines/min. B4

*'Max. width of switching pulse (Fig. 27).
'Number of valves per matrix addressed group.
'Faster than 2 ms/arr.
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TABLE V. Electro-optic effects in C*LCs and several conventional materials.144

Material

Effect
Wavelength, A, fts
Thickness, d, /us
Pixel size, а, цт
Refractive index, n
Index anisotropy, Дл
e-o coefficient
Ferroelectric polarization P
Permittivity г
Working voltage
Switching energy, F, J

Intrinsic material switching time
Actual switching time

(incl. energy dissipation), [is

Clark-Lagerwall
1

2.5
10
1.5
0.2

350 nC/cm2

30
2PUa2, 21 • 10- 12

2.1 /is

2.1

C*LC

Pockels
1
10
10

2.2

30-10-1 2m/V

30
1600

Ijjffjj, 13-10-'
10 ns

1.3

Kerr
1
10
10

2.5

3.8-10-'6m/V2

5700
40

^V, 425- 10- 12

2nV
1 /is

42

with high speed, place the С LCs among the most prom-
ising materials or optoelectronics.

One of the most common applications of С LCs in
optoelectronics is in polarization logic (optical logic gate)
that performs various functions in matrix controlled С LC
arrays (Fig. 28). Light passes through matrix arrays A and
В in which each element is а С LC cell that can be in one
of two states: in the absence of the field (state 0) the po-
larization of the transmitted light is unaltered, but when
the field is present (state 1), the С LC cell rotates the
plane of polarization by 90° (A/2 plate). If а С LC element
in matrix A rotates vertically polarized light through 90°,
whereas an element of matrix В rotates horizontally polar-
ized light by the same amount, then we can readily imple-
ment, for example, the logic function XY+XY (Fig. 28).

The logic gate operates in the frequency range up to 2 kHz
with a contrast of 200:1 or more. Experimental logic gates
incorporate 32x32 matrix arrays.140 Unwanted polariza-
tion can be suppressed with efficiency determined in accor-
dance with (44) by the precision with which the angle в
and the phase delay Д<р can be matched to their optimum
values of 22.5° and IT, respectively. It amounts to at least
93% in existing devices.

Optically addressable photosensitive liquid-crystal
modulators (PLCMs) are widely used as image converters
and amplifiers in optoelectronic systems of optical comput-
ers and in robotics. The advent of photosensitive structures
based on С LCs has led to an increase in speed of opera-
tion by one or two orders of magnitude as compared with
traditional nematic (LQs).140"148

Figure 29 illustrates the overall configuration of a pho-
tosensor layer+С LC structure. The write beam modu-
lates the photoresistance of the sensor so that the C*LC
layer experiences a spatially inhomogeneous electric field
corresponding to the light distribution. This field induces
the corresponding changes in the orientation of the С LC
director, which are recorded optically by the read beam.

Photosensitive liquid-crystal modulators can exploit
any of the electrooptic effects in liquid crystals that were
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FIG. 28. Polarization logic device (optical logic gate) based on C*LC. A
and В are matrix arrays in which every pixel is а С LC cell.

FIG. 29. Photoconductor+C LC device: 1—glass plates, 2—current-
conducting plates, 3—photosensitive layer, 4—reflecting mirror,
J—C*LC layer.
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TABLE VI. Characteristics of photosensitive light modulators.

Device

CdS-nematic

Pockels read out modulator

a-Si-netnatic
a-Si— C*LC

Resolving power (at 10% level

of maximum), lin/mm

40

12

82
70

Speed, ms

15

<0,1

20

0,4

Sensitivity, mW/cm2

0,4

50

0,06

0,25

described above, with planar140"148 and homeotropic160 ori-
entation of the С LC director on the substrates. Hydrog-
enized amorphous silicon, a-Si, has recently been used as a
photosensor.142"145 The photosensor response time is less
than 5 fj,s, so that the speed of the modulator as a whole is
determined by the С LC. The modulator reported in Ref.
142 has a response time of 400 fis which is greater by at
least an order of magnitude as compared with modulators
incorporating nematic liquid crystals. Table VI compares
photosensitive modulators and confirms that С LCs have a
very promising future in such structures.143

CONCLUSION

We have reviewed the symmetry, structure, and crystal
optics of smectic liquid crystals with tilted orientation of
layer molecules and spontaneous polarization (ferroelec-
tric liquid crystals, С LCs). We have examined the basic
parameters that determine the behavior of the С LCs in
electric fields and have presented examples of the relation
between these parameters and molecular characteristics
such as polarization, tilt, viscosity, elasticity, dielectric and
optical constants, and so on. Optical properties of the
С LCs were considered separately.

We have also described the main electrooptical effects
in thin (1100 /ion) C*LC layers (deformed helix effect,
light scattering near the helix unwinding field, switching of
uniformly oriented states, the electroclinic effect, and so
on).

Examples were presented of practical applications of
С LCs in light-valve devices, optically controlled transpar-
encies, high information density screens with matrix ad-
dressing, and so on. Finally, we considered problems that
will have to be solved to ensure extensive applications of
С LCs in electrooptic liquid-crystal devices.
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